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Abstract
This paper examines the development of cooperative strategies between 12 countries exporting 

Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and belonging to the Gas Exporting Countries Forum (GECF). This 

economic study is more specifically focused on a scenario often raised: that of the emergence of a 

cooperative approach designed with the sole aim of logistic rationalization, and which would not have 

any effect on LNG prices. As this is a standard transportation problem, we first assess the gains that 

may result from this cooperative approach using a simple static model calibrated on the year 2007. 

The numerical results obtained suggest that, in the absence of a gain redistribution policy, this 

cooperative strategy will probably not be adopted because cooperation would not be a rational move 

for some exporters. The problem of gain sharing is then formulated using cooperative game theory 

concepts. Several gain sharing methods have been studied, including the Shapley value and various 

nucleolus-inspired concepts. Our results suggest that the choice of a redistribution policy appears 

relatively restricted. Out of the methods studied, only one -  the per capita nucleolus - satisfies two key 

requirements: core belonging and monotonicity (in the aggregate). Lastly, coordination costs are 

considered and we determine the maximum amount that can be tolerated by such a cooperation. In 

view of the low level of this amount and the relative complexity of the sharing method implemented, 

we consider that the credibility of a logistic cooperation scenario exempt from market power should be 

reappraised.
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Introduction
In the gas industry, the establishment of the Gas Exporting Countries Forum, (GECF), founded in 

2001 in Tehran, is undoubtedly one of the key events of the last few years. For the first time in history, 

the main gas exporting states, existing or emerging, got over the first steps to implement a cooperative 

approach. It is no surprise that all the meetings of this informal inter-ministerial assembly (Hallouche, 

2006) have given rise to plenty of comments. It is true that the concentration of reserves1, the 

precedent constituted by the OPEC (to which several GECF member states also belong) and the 

similarities between oil and natural gas (comparable technologies used in the exploration and 

production phases, analogies in terms of concentration of reserves) are all familiar topics when 

examining the long-term future of this industry.

As far as the GECF is concerned, one of the major questions is how this group of exporters is going to 

behave. According to the dichotomy referred to by Mr. Mandil (former Director of the International 

Energy Agency), two possibilities can be envisaged, depending on whether the GECF will seek to 

exercise market power or not. In the first case, the GECF would behave like a cartel, while in the 

second, it would concentrate on promoting regional cooperation as "a think tank for gas exporting 

countries, enabling them to consider the best possible conditions for the exercise o f their mission” 

(Mandil, 2008). In the first scenario, economic theory provides satisfactory models for analyzing the 

GECF profitability. For example, Jaffe and Soligo (2006) evoke of a monopoly confronted by a 

competitive fringe, a by now classical model used in numerous studies of the oil industry (Cremer and 

Weitzman, 1976; Pindyck, 1978). However, as yet, there has been no examination of the other 

alternative: cooperation conducted without market power. It is true that the history of the 

hydrocarbons industry does not support the case for rationalization, which was included as a lame 

excuse in the preliminary declaration of the Achnacarry agreement2 (Giraud & Boy de la Tour, 1987, 

p.206). However, historical precedents do not constitute proof. There is therefore a need for a study of 

the economic rationales for such cooperation conducted without any effect on the prices paid by 

importing countries, i.e. at "iso market power". That is the aim of this paper.

It is no surprise to note a revival of an early literature dedicated to international trade in natural gas 

(Percebois, 1989 pp. 559-582) and more specifically the theme of cooperation between exporters. 

Some recent publications (Hallouche, 2006; Jaffe and Soligo, 2006; Wagbara, 2007; Tônjes and de 

Jong, 2007) offer an in depth description of the GECF and provide the "basic building blocks" 

required for more detailed analyses, such as those concerning (i) the attitude of each of the GECF

1 Three countries -  Russia, Iran and Qatar -  alone hold 55% of the planet’s proven reserves of natural gas (BP, 2008). 
According to Hallouche (2006), the countries represented at the 2004 GECF assembly collectively held 87% of global gas 
reserves.
2 This agreement, signed on 17th September 1928, constituted the deed of foundation of the famous "Seven Sisters" cartel, 
which would dominate the oil industry until the 1960s. Simply reading through the details of this agreement provides a 
refutation of the theory of rationalization without market power, since it describes methods of price fixing!
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member countries in relation to cooperation3 or (ii) the effect that cartelization would have on the 

importing countries as in Percebois (2008). These contributions examine the subject against the broad 

perspective of geopolitics. In addition to this holistic treatment, it might be judicious to promote an 

analytical and a purely economic approach to international trade in natural gas.

This would mean simplifying the problem, which is treated solely from an economic point of view, 

independently of any consideration of a political or geostrategic nature. As Mathiesen et al. note 

(1987, p.28), "Even i f  we restrict ourselves to the pure economics o f the natural gas market, we face 

large complexities. To incorporate all aspects o f the market in one, a comprehensive model seems 

neither manageable nor fruitful. We will adopt the well-known strategy o f decomposing and 

simplifying in order to obtain a manageable model. " This approach has been used many times to 

analyze the gas industry. For example in their Baker Institute World Gas Trade Model, Hartley and 

Medlock (2006) analyze the long-term competitive equilibrium of a global gas market. Other works, 

developed following Mathiesen et al. (1987) by Golombek et al. (1995), Boots et al. (2004), Holz et al. 

(2008) and Egging et al. (2008), deal with imperfect competition among gas exporters with the help of 

a Cournot oligopoly model. While some practitioners may feel that such modeling approaches 

oversimplify the issue, we feel that it can offer a qualitative improvement in terms of understanding 

the GECF.

Our paper focuses on trade in gas in the form of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) since "an association o f 

some kind among LNG exporters" is often perceived as likely (Yergin and Stoppard, 2003). It is true 

that GECF countries are in a privileged position in this respect as they collectively hold almost 90% of 

the world’s liquefaction capacities (Hallouche, 2006, p. 25). This sector is undergoing accelerated 

growth, at an average of +7.44% a year since 2000, and now represents almost 30% of international 

trade in gas (BP, 2008). In recent years, it has seen some profound changes including the reduction in 

LNG transport costs (Greaker et ah, 2008) and development of remote sources not previously 

exploited, the development of transoceanic exchanges between previously isolated markets (Jensen, 

2003) and the appearance of opportunities for arbitration between importing regions (Yepes 

Rodriguez, 2007), etc. However, the "commoditization" of LNG is still only partial and long-term 

contracts remain the main form of trade. Despite the recent relaxation of the flexibility clauses in these 

contracts (Jensen, 2003), simple observation of recent trading flows suggests the existence of 

considerable arbitration opportunities. For example in 2007, Trinidad and Tobago sent nearly 2.7 bcm 

to Europe, while Algeria sent 2.1 bcm to the United States (BP, 2008). In view of their respective 

geographical positions, this appears to indicate the possibility of a profitable logistic coordination 

between these two LNG exporters (an "asset swap" in industry jargon). And this is by no means an 

isolated occurrence (see Table 11). Some observers (Wagbara, 2007) have suggested that the GECF 

could play an intermediation role by identifying opportunities for logistic rationalization between

3 For example, Finon (2007) studies Russia’s attitude to the GECF.
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GECF members. In terms of the GECF countries as a group, determining a strategy for logistic 

rationalization is similar to resolving a standard transportation problem. This transportation problem 

has fuelled a wide literature in both economic theory (Koopmans, 1949; Kantorovich, 1960) and 

operational research with a famous formulation proposed by Dantzig (1951). Note that this logistic 

optimization has no impact on the price paid by the importing countries4.

Several questions now arise. Firstly, what gain is likely to be achieved by such a coordination of 

exports within the GECF? If any collective gain were to prove positive and substantial, we could 

legitimately question the spontaneous formation of this coalition by studying the choice of cooperation 

from the point of view of its rationality for each exporter. Or can a collective gain-sharing incentive 

policy be introduced? If so, is it possible to identify a sharing mode likely to encourage all the 

stakeholders to cooperate within the GECF? Is the current composition of the GECF the best suited to 

this coordination, or would it be in the interest of certain participants to cooperate within the 

framework of a restricted coalition? All these questions suggest using the concepts and methods of the 

cooperative game theory, which analyzes the distribution of gains resulting from cooperation between 

economic players. This theory has been used in a wide variety of contexts. Applications linked to 

energy include such diverse examples as the regional cooperation in planning an electricity supply 

system between three states in India (Gately, 1974); the definition of subsidy-free prices for a 

regulated firm (Faulhaber, 1975); the measurement of market power in the Western American coal 

industry (Wolak and Kolstad, 1988); the sharing of joint costs in a distribution planning situation at 

the Fogistics Department at Norsk Hydro (Engevall et ah, 1998); the allocation of electricity 

transmission cost (Kattuman et ah, 2004); and the allocation of a refinery’s C02 emissions (Pierru, 

2007)... In this paper, we propose to analyze the credibility of the so-called "rationalization" argument 

by studying the feasibility of a cooperation, which would focus solely on logistic optimization of ENG 

supply chains, without trying to exert any upward pressure on prices. Finally, we aim to discuss the 

credibility, in a purely economic sense, of such a cooperation that would be "market power neutral".

The next section details all the assumptions used in this study. Section 3 justifies the formulation of 

the problem of coordination in the form of a linear program and comments on the results of logistic 

cooperation involving twelve GECF countries. According to these results, such cooperation would be 

collectively profitable however some countries would not spontaneously adhere to this collectively 

optimal export policy. Given that a gain sharing rule is needed, section 4 discusses this issue with the 

help of the cooperative game theory concepts. It sets out what can be achieved in gain sharing using 

basic solutions as well as more advanced ones such as the Shapley value, the nucleolus and some of its 

derivatives. The last section concludes the paper.

4 This is compatible with the medium-term price rigidity resulting from long-term contracts. In these contracts, prices and 
indexing formulas are negotiated then fixed for periods of approximately 3 years.
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1. Assumptions
Our study is specifically focused on gas transport by LNG ships. A brief description of the LNG 

supply chain is therefore essential. For the sake of clarity, please note that the approach used here is 

static and relates only to the year 2007.

1.1 The framework

The exporters

In 2007, twelve LNG exporting countries participated in GECF meetings: Trinidad & Tobago, Oman, 

Qatar, the United Arab Emirates, Algeria, Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, Libya, Nigeria, Brunei, Indonesia 

and Malaysia (Hallouche, 2006). In this study, the countries that are likely to adopt coordination 

correspond to this group of twelve countries - i.e. all the LNG exporters that are not members of the 

OECD5.

The importing countries

In 2007, seventeen countries imported natural gas. These are located in North America and the 

Caribbean region (USA, Mexico, Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico), in Europe (Belgium, France, 

Greece, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Turkey and the United Kingdom) and in Asia (China, India, Japan, 

South Korea and Taiwan).

1.2 Notations

■ i , a country exporting LNG and member of the GECF;

■ n , the number of GECF countries exporting gas in LNG form (here, n =12);

■ / . a country importing gas in LNG form;

■ x , the number of countries importing LNG (here, s =17)

■ qtj, the quantity of natural gas shipped in LNG form during the year from i to j  ;

Q- , the quantity effectively shipped in 2007 (cf. Table 11 in the Appendix);

L
(  8 \

, the cost function for natural gas extraction and liquefaction activities in i ;
V j=l J

77 ( r/( , ), the cost of transporting quantity qtj from i to j  ;

, the cost of LNG regasification in the importing country j  .

5 Three OECD countries export LNG: Australia, Norway (which holds an observer status at the GECF) and the United States 
(Alaska). Elowever, it is very unlikely that these countries would agree to join the GECF in a coordination operation (Tônjes 
and de Jong, 2007).
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In order to simplify things, we assume that these three cost functions are linear and denote respectively 

A the unit costs of production and liquefaction in the country i , the unit costs of transport by LNG

carriers from the region i to the importing region j , and R. the unit costs of LNG regasification in the 

region j .

1.3 Empirical assumptions

Production and liquefaction costs

The unit costs of gas extraction and liquefaction L are shown in Table 1. We have assumed that a

common liquefaction technology is used, resulting in a uniform unit cost of liquefaction at $1.00 per 

MMBtu (DTI, 2005).

Table 1: Gas extraction and liquefaction costs in $ per MMBtu

Extraction Liquefaction
ACost Cost

$/MMBtu $/MMBtu $/MMBtu
Trinidad & Tobago 0.60 1.00 1.60

Oman 0.40 1.00 1.40
Qatar 0.30 1.00 1.30
UAE 0.35 1.00 1.35

Algeria 0.45 1.00 1.45
Egypt 0.60 1.00 1.60

Equatorial Guinea 0.50 1.00 1.50
Libya 0.50 1.00 1.50

Nigeria 0.50 1.00 1.50
Brunei 0.40 1.00 1.40

Indonesia 0.25 1.00 1.25
Malaysia 1.00 1.00 2.00

Source: OME (2001) and calculations by the authors based on Wood McKenzie data.

These costs correspond solely to technical operations and do not include either the effects of oil and 

gas taxation or the opportunity cost related to taking the exhaustible nature of gas resources into 

account. Care must therefore be taken with economic interpretation of the calculated profits, since 

these profits will incorporate costs that are not modeled.

Regasification costs

In practice, it will be assumed that the regasification service is uniformly invoiced R. =$0.50 per 

MMBtu in all importing countries.
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LNG transport costs6

The values of unit costs have been calculated in accordance with the simple approach described in 

Flood (1954). This method is based on a table of distances d tj between the liquefaction plants in 

country /and the regasification plants in countryj  (cf. Table 13 in the Appendix) and some 

assumptions concerning the fleet of LNG carriers. We assume that the fleet is composed of standard 

ships with a capacity of 137,000 m3 of LNG, i.e. the average value of the global fleet in 2007 

(GIIGNL, 2008). The main characteristics of these ships are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Characteristics o f a standard ship -  capacity: 137,000 m3 LNG

Effective capacity: 127,410 m3 LNG*

Average vessel speed: 18 knots

Time required for loading operations: 2 days

Time required for unloading operations: 2 days

Cargo boil-off (used as a fuel in the ship’s steam plant)” : every day: 0.15% of the volume of LNG on the 
ship

Acquisition price: $165m (source: DTI, 2005)
Annual operating costs (fuel, crewing, annualized value of dry 
docking costs, insurance, etc.) $27.3m/year

Number of days’ unavailability due to technical stoppages 
(maintenance, etc.) or contingencies (storms, etc.): 20 days/year

The rules of operation recommend: 1) filling the tanks to a maximum 98% of capacity and 2) maintenance of a "heel", i.e. a 
minimum quantity of LNG of 6,850 m3 in order to maintain cryogenic conditions in the ship’s tank on the outward and return 
journeys.
“  Due to evaporation losses, the quantity of LNG delivered to the regasification plant is less than the quantity loaded on departure 
from the liquefaction plant. Losses increase with the distance covered.

We assume that each ship is committed to a ij route. This enables us to calculate, for each route, the 

number of round trips made by a ship during a year, taking into account the return journey time and 

the time required for loading and unloading. For each ij route, we can therefore deduce the quantities 

transported during a year together with the evaporation losses. For the calculation of the unit cost, 

these losses are accounted for at the unit cost of gas production and liquefaction in the producing 

country. The calculation takes into account annual capital charges discounted at the rate of 10% over a 

useful life of 20 years. For each ij route, the unit cost values arc shown in the Table 14 in the 

Appendix.

Gas prices in importing regions

The global economic integration of gas markets is far from perfect. We therefore follow the suggestion 

by Mazighi (2003, p. 319) who distinguishes "three areas, or regions, for LNG: the European region,

6 All calculations have been performed using the following conversion assumptions: 1 MMBtu corresponds to 28.31684 m3 
of natural gas and 1 m3 of LNG is equivalent to 600 m3 of natural gas placed under normal temperature and pressure 
conditions.



that includes Europe and Africa; the Asian region, that includes Asia, the Middle East and Oceania; 

and the American region". Thus, we assume that the import price of natural gas, here regasified LNG, 

is uniform within each area. This is a strong assumption, but industrial reality suggests that the 

differences in intra-zone import prices are very limited compared to those of extra-zone prices. The 

prices used in this study are shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Import prices in 2007 in $ per MMBtu

Asia
(Japan CIF)

Europe
(European Union CIF)

North America 
(US Henry Hub price)

Price
(S/MMBTU) 7.73 8.93 6.01

Source: BP Statistical Review 2008

1.4 Discussion: The validity of assumptions

Clearly this is a simplistic representation of the real LNG industry and various important factors of 

fleet operations have not been considered: port charges, passage fees (Suez Canal)... It is thus natural 

to check whether this model can be considered as an acceptable representation. Two criterions seem 

relevant for that purpose.

The first concerns the technical credibility of this representation of the LNG chain. With the gas flows 

in 2007 (fj "'1 solely from GECF countries, our assumptions suggest the use of a fleet of 204 ships7

making a total of 2,848 trips. According to industry sources (GIIGNL, 2008), LNG trade involved 

effectively 237 ships in 2007 and these ships made a total of 3,325 trips during the year. Two points 

may explain the differences between our model and the statistics. The first one is obvious since three 

exporting countries: the USA (Alaska), Australia and Norway were not included in our modeling. 

Exports from these countries amounted to 21.6 Bern in 2007, or approximately 9.5% of world trade in 

LNG (BP, 2008). The second point is related to the distances used for the calculation of LNG chains. 

It is clear that the quantity of LNG that can be carried by a vessel committed to a ij route during a 

whole year is a decreasing function of the maritime distance between the liquefaction plants in country 

i and the regasification plants in country j . The distances considered here are reduced "by 

construction" since they are based on the shortest maritime distance. However observation suggests 

that industrial reality can be more complex: the shortest distance is not necessarily preferred for each 

ij route. As an example, some of the LNG imported to France from Algeria crosses the Straits of 

Gibraltar to be regasified near Nantes on the Atlantic coast. In this case, a regasification on France’s 

south coast would have obviously minimized the maritime distance. This simplification plays also a

7 Calculation made assuming that each ship used remains committed to one ij route for the year, even if it is only partly 
used.
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role in the observed differences. While conscious of these approximations, we assume that the 

technical representativeness of the LNG chain is sufficient for the purposes of this study.

The second criterion is that of the economic representativeness of the LNG chain. Using the 2007 gas

flows Q̂j '"1 , we can build an aggregated representation of the economics of LNG trade from non-

OECD exporters. In 2007, the revenue generated by this trade was approximately $57 billion. On these 

assumptions, the total yearly cost of these LNG chains is in the order of $21 billion enabling a nearly 

$35 billion rent. Table 4 illustrates this value chain. These orders of magnitude are in line with 

publicly available data. Activities linked to transport by LNG carriers represent nearly a third of this 

industry’s costs.

Table 4: The LNG value chain for GECF exporting countries

$ billion %
E&P cost Production 3.588 16.6%

LNG cost
Plant 7.234 33.4%

Shipping 8.167 33.3%,
Re-gas 3.617 16.7%

Total cost 21.638 100.0%
Rent 34.870

TOTAL revenue 57.476

1.5 Some spatial considerations

In the preceding section, the unit cost of transport has implicitly been modeled as a monotonically 

increasing function of the maritime distance. The relative geographical position of the different 

exporters should thus have a significant influence on the costs of supplying LNG to the different 

importers. This point is illustrated in the figures below, which detail these costs for each of the main 

importing countries in North America, Europe and Asia.

Unsurprisingly, the distance factor makes a difference. No shipper dominates absolutely from the cost 

point of view; everything depends on the import zone. The LNG flows recorded in 2007 (cf. Table 11) 

show there are potential gains from logistic cooperation. Again, the example of Algeria and Trinidad 

and Tobago already mentioned in the introduction is sufficiently convincing. Given that transportation 

costs represent one third of the LNG industry costs, we conclude this section by noting that there 

seems to be ample room for the GECF exporters to perform a logistic optimization.
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■ Production □ Plant Shipping □ Re-gas

Figure 1 : Unit costs o f imports o f natural gas to the United States from exporting GECF countries
($/MMBtii)

■ Production □ Plant Shipping □ Re-gas

Figure 2 : Unit costs o f imports o f natural gas to Spain from exporting GECF countries ($/MMBtu)

■ Production □ Plant Shipping ] Re-gas

Figure 3 : Unit costs o f imports o f natural gas to Japan from exporting GECF countries ($/MMBtu)
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2. Cooperation between LNG exporters
First and foremost, we assume that the exporting countries have total control over the shipment of 

LNG. This is an acceptable approximation, since most trades are governed by "delivered ex ship" 

clauses.

2.1 Formulation of the problem

In the work reported in this paper, the GECF is supposed to face a classic transportation problem. A 

homogeneous product, LNG, is to be shipped from n shipping origins to .s shipping destinations. The 

cost of shipping a unit amount from the z'th origin to the / th destination is known for all

combinations (/, / ) .  The problem is to determine the quantities qtj to be shipped over all routes so as

to maximize the GECF’s collective profit. Apart from being non-negative, those variables have also to 

satisfy some constraints. Before explicitly writing them, it is worth noting that the context of the 

coordination dealt with here is that of a "nascent cooperation" between individual exporters who 

entrust the GECF with decisions on their shipment policy. As a result, it seems reasonable to assume 

that the GECF’s decisions will have to take into account the following considerations:

■ Natural gas extraction and liquefaction operations require considerable amounts of capital. It 

is normal practice for fund lenders to demand extensive guarantees in return for finance. In the 

case of liquefaction units, these guarantees include long-term contracts specifying a minimum 

production volume. Thus, it seems reasonable to postulate that each exporter request that the 

cooperative shipment policy will have to satisfy his previous commitments. In other words, for 

an exporter, it matters little where the gas goes as long as the total quantity shipped remains
5 5 _____

unchanged, which corresponds to the constraints: Vz, 2> iz  = Z â y ° 07
j=i j=i

■ As the present paper deals with a nascent cooperation solely focused on logistic matters, it is 

reasonable to assume that each exporter wants any coordination conducted at GECF level to 

preserve its reputation as a reliable supplier8. In other words, the rationalization conducted by 

the GECF has to be compliant with each exporter’s contractual commitments. These 

individual requirements can be aggregated at the GECF level to translate as: whatever the 

sources of the gas supplied, each import region must receive a quantity exactly equal to the 

total of the individual commitments made by GECF exporters. This corresponds to the
n n ___________

following constraints: V/, ^  ^  Q~f°7
i= 1 i=1

8 The history of the gas industry suggests that reputation matters. In the 1980s, Algeria unilaterally blocked its gas deliveries 
in an attempt to drive up prices. But this curtailing behaviour caused harm to the country’s reputation and penalised the 
development of its exports in the subsequent years (Hayes and Victor, 2006).
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Given that the quantities supplied to each importer j  remain unchanged, the local price of gas P} is

not influenced by the GECF’s conduct. Thus, those constraints are compatible with the GECF’s 

supposed goal: promoting a purely logistic cooperation without trying to exert any collective market 

power.

We note Kt (c/, )=  Y \ P, ~ Lt ~ Tv ~ Rj ) % for a11 i = 1,2,...,«, the profit of an exporting country
j

i depending on its export policy c/( := ( q. ) G M v, i.e. the quantities of gas shipped to the different

importing regions. The GECF’s transportation problem can thus be formulated as a familiar linear 

programming problem (Dantzig, 1951). Our problem amounts to seeking an optimal export policy

named q := \q! J e M"v that is a solution to the following problem:

Programme 1:

Max
n

2>,2=1

s.t. v  v  /w2007
Z u % = lu Q v
y=i y=i

(V/ = 1,2,...,«) (1)

n n
z » ,= z o r2=1 2=1

(Y/ = l,2,...,x) (2)

qtj>0

With those constraints, the GECF’s objective relates clearly to a cost minimization problem. This 

problem contains ns =204 non-negative variables qtj and n + s =29 equality constraints type (1) and

(2). In Dantzig (1951), it is shown that the optimal solution requires at most « + 5 —1 routes with 

positive shipments. This problem is obviously feasible: the observed trade flows for 2007 obviously 

satisfy all the constraints. But with a total of 77 positive flows, this obvious policy does not constitute 

an optimal policy! Thus, this particular instance of a transportation problem indicates that there is 

some room for a logistic optimization.

2.2 Results

%
An optimal policy q has been computed (cf. Table 12). Note that only 28 positive shipments are

observed. Given that the solution might be non unique, it is not so interesting to spend too much time 

trying to comment those flows of LNG. Nevertheless, a quick look at the illustration proposed in Fig. 

4 suggests that this optimal policy q* clearly corresponds to a rationalization: Trinidad and Tobago

only exports ENG to its neighboring importers in North America; Mediterranean exporters allocate 

almost all their gas to Europe... In South East Asia, the gas liquefied in Brunei, Indonesia and

13



Malaysia remains dedicated to Asian consumers. For those countries, the GECF's optimal policy can 

thus be viewed as an intra regional fine-tuning of their shipments.

Figure 4: Comparison o f the LNG destination between the GECF's optimal policy q and the 2007 's 
case (a positive value corresponds to a shipment increase decided by the GECF)

Table 5: Impact o f the optimal solution q* on each exporter's profits (in M$)

2007 Profits %Profits attained with q Gain from cooperation
—2001

( f  ) A 7T1 ( q*)=7T] ( f i ) -7 T fM1

Trinidad & Tobago 2 761.87 2 650.93 -110.94
Oman 1 792.79 1 913.49 120.70
Qatar 6 299.10 5 674.21 -624.88
UAE 1 073.45 1 414.50 341.05

Algeria 5 269.89 5 781.20 511.31
Egypt 2 166.85 2 870.88 704.03

Equatorial Guinea 150.88 289.86 138.98
Libya 171.04 171.80 0.75

Nigeria 3 802.45 3 687.41 -115.04
Brunei 1 637.09 1 634.49 -2.60

Indonesia 5 085.04 5 047.17 -37.88
Malaysia 4 659.37 4 702.19 42.82
TOTAL 34 869.82 35 838.12 968.31

A closer look at the optimized shipments suggests that some countries may not individually benefit 

from this collective rationalization. For example, the GECF's optimized solution requires Qatar to 

increase its shipments to the distant Japan and cease its shipments to India and Spain... To analyze it, 

it is interesting to compute, for each country, the gains it derived from the optimized solution. For an

exporter i , this gain is simply equal to the difference A71 i (</*) = 71 i j — 7üf"]1 where 71 f"'1 is the

profit received effectively in 2007 and 7Tj is the profit earned by i if q would have been
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implemented9 in spite of the shipments observed in 2007. All those individual gains are presented in 

Table 5.

At the GECF level, this logistic cooperation is clearly collectively profitable: the collective gain
n

'ÿ ' A7Ti (</* ) derived from an optimal solution such as q* amounts to $968.31 millions for 2007.
7=1

Compared to the 2007 figures, it corresponds to an 11.9% reduction in the GECF's shipping cost and a 

2.78% increase in the GECF's profits. But at an individual level, the attractiveness of the cooperation 

is not so clear-cut!

Figure 5 : Gains in cost and revenues derived from the adoption o f the optimal solution (inM$)

Results presented in Table 5 suggest that Trinidad & Tobago, Qatar, Nigeria, Brunei and Indonesia 

face a negative variation in their individual profits. In fact, the implementation of q* in spite of the

shipments observed in 2007 can possibly have two effects on a country: a variation in its revenues and 

a variation in its shipping costs. Those variations in cost and revenues are presented in Figure 5. For 

both Trinidad & Tobago and Nigeria, the optimal policy induces a cost gain that is not sufficient to

cover their revenue losses. As Brunei and Indonesia's exports remain directed to Asia, those exporters
. . . . »  ̂are not earning any revenue gain. But both countries are impacted from a cost increase attached to q .

For Qatar, the situation is even worse since the GECF's optimal export policy induces both a revenue 

loss and a shipping cost increase... Obviously, joining the GECF is not a rational decision for each of 

those five countries. One interesting conflict emerges from those results: a rationalization motivated

9 Here, we suppose that each country receives the unit price P- for the gas it ships to country j  . Thus, a shipment variation 

from an importing region to another induces a revenue variation.
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GECF may look attractive at a collective level but this is not necessarily true at an individual level. If 

the GECF was to be organized so that each participant receives only its individual profits, there is little 

chance to observe those five countries spontaneously joining the GECF10 in order to implement the

optimal policy q . Such a decision would cause a decrease in their individual profits!

Cooperative game theory concepts might pave the way to a solution for this conflict. Given that the 

collective gain obtained thanks to the cooperation is positive and substantial, implementing a gain 

sharing method could potentially create the conditions for an incentive compatible participation of 

each of the twelve countries. The next section clearly study this issue

3. An ‘incentive compatible’ gain sharing
Supposing that the twelve players agree to work together, we assume that the total gain earned through 

the cooperation can be divided among the members of the coalition. To implement this reallocation of 

the benefits, we have to suppose that money has the properties of a "transferable utility” so that the 

problem at hand can be analyzed as a transferable utility game. This is a strong hypothesis but looking 

at the industrial reality suggests the existence of side-payments among participants in a logistic 

cooperation11.

3.1 A game theory background

Context

It is now time to introduce some notations. A cooperative game with transferable utility (TU-game) is 

a pair ( N , v) . where N  :={l,...,//} is a finite set (the set of players) and v : 2 ' —» K. is a function

assigning, to each coalition S  cz N , its worth v (S ) . By convention, v ( 0 )  = O. Let |A| be the 

number of elements of coalition S . To simplify the notations, when no ambiguity arises, we use i to 

denote {/} a particular element in N  .

In our particular case, N  represents the group of prospective participants in a cooperative 

organization named GECF. There are twelve elements in N  : all the non-OECD exporters of LNG. 

The GECF, as an organization, is supposed to implement the logistic coordination described in the

10 Note that Figure 5 suggests that this results also holds if the GECF was to be organized so that to avoid any revenue 
variations. For example: if all the countries manage to keep their 2007 revenues unchanged and to organize a pure shipping

*
cost optimization, q remains an optimal policy. In this case, Qatar, Brunei and Indonesia would face an increase in their 
costs.
11 In the 1990’s, the Italian ENEL and the French GDF signed a swap deal under which Nigerian LNG is delivered in France 
and GDF diverts an equivalent volume of its imports to Italy. In fact, this swap agreement generated a logistic optimization 
and transfer prices were used to provide some side-payments with the aim to create the incentives for each participant to 
cooperate.
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previous section. Thus, we can define the worth v ( N  ) to be equal to the maximum profit gain that 

can be attained by those twelve countries: $968.31 million. For each coalition S , the gains i’ ( )  to

be apportioned among its members are measured by the difference between the maximum total profits 

to its members when they cooperate and when they don’t. Such a coordination policy is strictly limited 

to S  and has thus no impact on the shipments decided by the others | Af \ A| countries. In other words,

H s )  is simply the gain obtained from the creation of a smaller GECF-like organization that

implements an optimal shipment policy specifically computed for the coalition S . The gains of 

operating a shipping coordination for each of the assumption about the degree of cooperation can be 

estimated from the solution of a linear programming model. If we denote Sj ( A ). the function whose

value is equal to 1 if /e  S and is equal to 0 otherwise, a simple adaptation of the previous linear 

programming model is sufficient to compute the worth of each of the 2U = 4096 coalitions that can be 

formed in N  :

Programme n°2

v(S)=Max  £ $ .  ( S )  U
i= l '  ’

s-t- É ^ = É â T 7 ( v / = 1, 2,
j=i j=i

i % = t o r  (v/=i,2,. . . ,S)
i =  1 i= l

(1 - ^ { S ) )< l„ = Qr  (V(/ ,»e{l ,2 ,  „»}x{l,2. . ,4 )  (3)

? , ï 0

We can remark here that the type-(3) constraints clearly precise that this shipment optimization has no 

impact on the shipments decided by the others | Af \ S\ countries. Thus, the game at hand is a 

cooperative game without externalities.

It is worth noting here that the gains from cooperation are always positive. Moreover, this function is 

0-normalized: v(z) = 0, Vz . On top of that, v has a nice property: by construction, v is super

additive since for all coalitions A , B  with A c \B  = 0 , we clearly have v( A kj B) > v{A) + v { B ) .

This feature suggests that countries have real incentives to cooperate since the union of any two 

disjoint groups of players can only improve their total gains. Thanks to super-additivity, it pays to 

cooperate in the largest coalition. Thus the problem may turn to be the sharing of the overall gain 

among the twelve countries.
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In this TU-game (N,  v ) , the redistribution problem faced by the GECF can be formulated as finding a 

vector r e  E" where the i th coordinate named x is simply equal to the benefit allocated to country 

i . Here again, to simplify the notations, when no ambiguity arises, we use x to denote x ( v ) . It seems 

natural to expect that x allows a full distribution of the gains created by the GECF. Equivalently, x is
n

expected to be efficient, that is to satisfy
i= 1

For the GECF, the goal of a redistribution policy is to encourage the cooperation of the twelve 

countries. Thus a reasonable test of the method is to check whether the participants agree in principle 

to the proposed allocation of benefits. A natural requirement for x is to be individually rational; that

is, for each / e N . xt > v(z). This individual rationality condition basically states that no country

should receive less in the joint operation proposed by the GECF than it would receive on its own. 

Finding an allocation satisfying this property is fundamental since it constitutes the minimum 

incentive for an individual country to join the GECF. The set of all efficient and individually rational

allocations is named the imputation set I ( v ) . Choosing an allocation in / (v )  can be viewed as a 

minimal requirement for the GECF.

One step ahead, it is worth noting that a similar analysis can be extended to coalitions of countries as 

well as to individual exporters. The condition that no group receives less than the value it could 

generate on its own is the principle of group rationality. An allocation x satisfies group rationality if

there is no coalition S  ç  N  such that ^  x( < v (A ) . Group rationality obviously implies individual
ieS

rationality. Now, the notion of the core (Gillies, 1953) can be introduced. Denote C (v) the core of a 

game ( N, v) : it is defined as the set of all efficient and group rational allocations, i.e.,

C(v) := \ xg E ” : ^ x ; =v(iV) and, for each A c  TV, ^  x; >v(A) >. In this GECF's case,
[  i=1 ie S  J

selecting an allocation within the core constitutes an appealing requirement since it ensures that no 

participant, or subgroup of participants, can complain about the proposed distribution. In fact, each 

coalition prefers to cooperate within the grand coalition N  -  and earns its share of the total gain -  

rather than choosing a 'stand alone' attitude that yields a lower gain.

However, there is always the adverse possibility that there may be no core imputations: that is, no gain 

allocations that are group rational. Thus, we have to check whether the core of this gain sharing game 

is void or not. In some cases, it can be relatively easy to show that the core is non void. For example,

Form ulation o f  a gain sharing problem
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in a convex game12, the core is always non-void. Unfortunately, the gain sharing game considered here 

is not convex (see the example presented in Table 6).

Table 6: An illustration o f the non-convexity o f the game ( N, V’) figures are in M$)

s v(S)

A := {Brunei, Indonesia] 9.445
B  := {Oman, UAE, Equatorial Guinea, Indonesia] 50.100
A u B  \= {Oman, UAE, Equatorial Guinea, Brunei, Indonesia] 50.366
A( AB .= {Indonesia] 0
Thus:

v ( A ) - v ( A n B )  = 9.445 > 0.266= v ( A v B ) - v ( B )

However, the super-additive nature of v suggests that a large cooperation can be appealing. Thus, the 

existence of a non-void core has to be checked using a linear program as follows:

Programme n°3 

Max £
xt ,e

n II (4)

2 > , - ^ v ( s )
ieS

{VS c  N) (5)

IV o < ii Js>

£ >0

A non void solution to this problem basically shows that a non void core exists since a positive value 

for £ guarantee that it is possible to find at least one allocation x e  M" that satisfy all the constraints 

attached to the definition of the core. Fortunately for the GECF, we find a solution to that problem ( £ 

is equal to $360,469 at the optimum). Moreover, the core is not reduced to a unique vector since we 

found that several xe M" provide this value for £.

The core provides a "preliminary criterion of a satisfactory allocation". Given that it is neither void nor 

reduced to a singleton, the core offers an attractive guideline for choosing an allocation since it 

narrows down the set of acceptable imputations. So it is now time to verify whether some classic gain 

sharing rules verify this requirement.

12 A game (N,  v) is called convex if for all coalitions A and B  in N:

v ( A u B ) - v ( B ) > v { A ) - v {A(a B) . A classic characterization shows that for convex games, the gain made 

when individuals or groups join larger coalitions is higher than when they join smaller coalitions (Branzei et ah, 2008 p. 46)
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3.2 Presentation of some gain sharing methods

Many gain sharing methods can be envisaged for the GECF. In this article, we limit ourselves to a 

limited sample that includes most of the most popular ones. The first three rules propose to share the 

collective gain in proportion of the total of a given quantitative criteria. Those naïve rules could 

typically be inspired by some accounting considerations. A second type of rule is then presented; those 

two methods explicitly take into account the marginal contribution of each participant. Last but not 

least, four methods developed in game theory are presented.

Method 1: Equal Repartition of the Total Gain

The logistic gain is basically divided in twelve equal shares:
v_(N)

V ie N .

Method 2: Proportional to non-cooperative profits

Here, the total gain v ( N  ) is shared in proportion to the profits earned in 2007, so that exporter's

profits are all impacted by an identical rate of increase that is equal to: 1 + ~ 1.0278.

Hence, r  =
2007

n ___________
2007

i=1

71, v (N) , VI e  V .

Method 3 : Proportional to shipments

Information on LNG shipped quantities is presented in numerous publicly available sources. In this 

third proportional rule, the total gain V’ ( N  ) is simply shared in proportion to the total quantities

shipped by each exporter in 2007
L ®
;=i

2007
V

i n s : v ( N ) ,

L I  ®
1=1 j= l

2007
V /e N .

Method 4: A marginal contribution scheme

By definition, the marginal contribution nr of a participant i is equal to v(iV) — v(iV\/) . For a

given exporter i , nr is the gain created by i when joining the coalition of the 11 other participants. 

Without anticipating too much on the results presented in the next section, it is important to note that
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this method is not necessarily efficient (and thus do not belong to /  (v) ). In the present case, this

n

method clearly overestimates the total gain to be shared ^ nri > v (N ).
i=1

Method 5: A scheme inspired by the Alternative Cost Avoided method (ACA-method)

This method is inspired by a technique developed during the 1930's by the economists of the 

Tennessee Valley Authority to allocate the joint costs of multipurpose water development projects 

(Tijs and Driessen, 1986). In this adaptation to a gain sharing problem, it can simply be viewed as a 

two-step procedure. In the first step, each player i receives a payment based on its marginal 

contribution nr . But, for many value functions, the sum of these marginal contributions is greater than

n

the total value created by the grand coalition. As a result, a total of ^  nri — v ( N  ) has to be subtracted
i=1

from individual's allocations based on n r . Here comes the second step of the procedure. In the ACA- 

method, this difference is simply shared in proportion to the total of (mi — v(z')), the differences 

between the i 's marginal value and its value in a stand alone case:

V 1 „ m> ^  » V/eJV.
^ =1

i=i

Here v(z) is normalized to zero. As a result, the total ^  m/ -  v ( N ) is simply shared in proportion to
i= 1

the marginal values.

Method 6: The Shaplev value

The Shapley value is a well-known game theoretic allocation that has been defined as the unique 

allocation that satisfies a consistent set of three axioms (Shapley, 1953). An intuitive interpretation of 

the Shapley value can be presented as follows: as the grand coalition is formed by the sequential

addition of exporters, each participant i receives a benefit equal to the entire value ( v(S)  -  v(S  \ /))

he offers to the coalition S \ i  formed just before him. The Shapley value is i 's average benefit if all 

orders of formation of N  - the permutations of the grand coalition - are considered and intervene with 

the same weight l/|iV| ! in the computation. The Shapley value is defined as:

_ |A\z j!  x \N\Sl \ ,  , e . w . Ar
*,- = S J-----  i ^ j ------ Vz g AC
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The Shapley value has an attractive property since this allocation always belongs to the core of a 

convex game. Unfortunately, there are not so clear-cut results for super-additive games. For our 

particular instance of our GECF game, we will thus have to test if it belongs to the core.

Method 7: The nucleolus

Another game theoretical concept is the nucleolus proposed by Schmeidler (1969). He defined the 

unhappiness of a coalition S with respect to a proposed allocation x and proposed to measure it with 

e ( S , x ) = v ( S ) ~ Y i X( , the excess of the non-trivial coalitions S Œ N  (S ^  0 , N )  with respect to
ieS

an allocation x . This excess can simply be viewed as an index of that coalition's objections to the 

payoffs its members are receiving in the grand coalition. The coalition which objects most strongly to 

the proposed allocation x is the one with the greatest excess. If this greatest excess is positive, the 

proposed allocation is outside the core; if it is negative, the allocation is acceptable, but the coalition 

nevertheless has an interest in obtaining the smallest possible excess. Thus, it is appealing to look for 

an allocation that minimizes the maximum unhappiness. Schmeidler (1969) went one step ahead and 

proposed a new solution concept: the nucleolus of the game.

Let e(x) = {ei (x),...,<y„_2 (x)J be a vector in M2 “2 the components of which are the excess sorted

in a decreasing order, where S runs over the subset of N  (S ^  0 , N ) . Thus, (x) is the maximum 

unhappiness created by the proposed allocation x . Thanks to these vectors, two allocations 

x , y e l ( v ) can be compared: x is preferred to y  if e(x)  is lexicographically smaller13 than e (y  ).

this is noted e ( x ) < ; e(_y). Schmeidler (1969) named nucleolus of the game the set 

Nu(v) := jx e  / ( v ) ; e ( x )  <L e ( y )  for ally’g / ( v)} and he proved that the nucleolus is a unique

allocation. An appealing property of the nucleolus as an allocation method is that it always belongs to 

the core when it is nonempty. As a result, the nucleolus has received a great attention that span beyond 

the strict boundaries of cooperative game theory. For example, Hamlen et al. (1977) precise that: the 

nucleolus has its analogy with the theory developed by Rawls (1971) in the welfare economic 

literature.

From a strict practical perspective, Kopelowitz (1967) presented an algorithm for calculating the 

nucleolus by means of a sequence of linear programs. The procedure used in this article relies on 

Granot and al. (1998). It is based on the subsequent ideas. Denote E° the set of 2” - 2  coalitions 

S a  N (S ^  0 , N) that can be formed in N  and k an index that count the number of iterations. 

The first iteration k = 1 of the procedure consists in solving a first linear program named LP, :
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Programme n°4 (LPi) 

Min £
xt ,e

n IIx~ (6)

r + Z ^ ' l S )  (v S e Z") (7)
ieS

xt > 0  (V/ = l ,2 ,...,n)

If the game has a non-void core, this problem has a non-void solution set and £ has a negative value 

at the optimum. Denote e1 this optimal value of £. From the outcome of LPi, we can define X x the 

set of all the allocations x that, combined with e1, are an optimal solution to LP,. If the game has a 

non-void core, the nucleolus is contained in X x . If the outcome of this problem is a singleton set, then 

it is clear that the nucleolus has been found and that the algorithm is terminated. But in general, it is 

not the case and some number of further iterations k > 1 of the algorithm are required. The key idea is 

to get a narrower set X k that still contains the nucleolus. Thus, a nested sequence

I l D l 2 D . . . D l t of  sets o f coalitions has to be constructed.

To initiate a second iteration, we have to identify E, the collection of all the coalitions S  eE °  for 

which the type (7) constraints holds with equality: e] + ̂  X( = v (,Y) for all optimal solutions of LPi.
ieS

We denote E1 the set of all the other coalitions: E1 = E" \ E , . Duality theory is helpful to identify the 

coalitions in E2 since a non-zero dual variable indicates that the corresponding constraint in binding in 

the primal problem. Then, a new a linear programming problem LP2 can be implemented. LP2 is 

simply derived from LP, by converting all the constraints of coalitions in E, into equalities of the

form e] + ̂  x( =Hs).
ieS  13

13 It means that there are no index U G {l,...,2” -2 }  SO that eu( x ) > e u(y)  and et (x) = et (y)  for all t < u .
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Programme n°5 (LP2)
M in £

xt ,e

s-t- ' j t x i = v ( N )
i= 1

(8)

E*.- = v ( ^ ) - ei
i<=S

(VAg E J (9)

e  + ^ x , > v ( S )
i<=S

(VAg E1) (10)

Vi IV O < 11 Js>

Denote e2 this optimal value of £ . If the optimal solution is still not unique, then a third-stage 

problem has to be formed. This third problem LP3 is defined similarly to LP2 : we identify E2 the 

collection of all the coalitions S e X 1 for which the type (10) constraints hold with equality, convert

all the corresponding constraints into equalities of the form ^ x ( =v(S) - e 2 and so on... At each
ieS

stage, at least one additional linear equality is imposed on the n dimensional allocation vector. After a 

finite number of steps, the procedure terminates with a unique outcome: the nucleolus.

Method 8: The "per capita" nucleolus

The nucleolus is entirely based on a measure of the unhappiness of a coalition with respect to a 

proposed allocation. But there is some arbitrariness in the definition of the metric. This led Grotte 

(1970) to define a variant named the per capita nucleolus (also named normalized nucleolus) and 

obtained thanks to a lexicographic construction based on a per capita measure of the excesses in spite 

of the previous excesses. In this allocation, the unhappiness of a coalition S with respect to a

V{ S ) - T . Xr
proposed allocation x is simply measured with e (S , x) = --------- ——

Method 9: The disruptive nucleolus

This other variant of the nucleolus has its roots in Gately (1974). The two allocations presented in 

Table 7 provide a good illustration of Gately's ideas.

Table 7: example o f two allocations in the core o f the cooperative game (in M$)
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123.695 20.151 453.897 - 153.649 146.268 2.991 2.149 21.987 0.721 26.958 15.839 968.306
123.592 20.253 452.884 6.935 153.101 147.860 2.322 - 23.488 - 20.855 17.013 968.306
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Both allocations belong to the core of our 12-players GECF game and could a priori be considered as 

good candidates to allocate the gains. But, in both cases, there is at least one country that receives 

absolutely no share of these gains and it is clear that those countries are thus perfectly indifferent 

between cooperating or staying on their own. In fact, choosing an allocation in the core does not 

guarantee that each country will receive a positive share of the gains from cooperation.

To eliminate those allocations, Gately (1974) proposed an additional concept named "propensity to 

disrupt" that was latter extended by Littlechild and Vaidya (1976). For a given allocation vector x , the 

propensity to disrupt, denoted d ( x , S ) , of any coalition S  cz N  (S  ^  0 , N ) , is defined as the ratio

of the total amount which the complementary coalition N \ S  would lose if the grand coalition broke 

up, to the loss incurred by the coalition S  itself if that coalition refuse to cooperate, i.e. :

d { x , S ) = ^ ----------------- .

Z xz-V(^)
i<=S

Suppose that only core allocations are proposed to the members of the grand coalition. It is clear that 

the propensity of a given subgroup S  to disrupt this grand coalition becomes larger when its payment 

becomes smaller (in such a case, the payment received by other | \ /S'] increases). It can even rise to

infinity, reflecting an aspiration to quit the agreement, as the gain share of S  approaches its minimum 

v(S).

In his 3-person game, Gately (1974) proposed to use an allocation in which every player's propensity 

to disrupt is identical. Unfortunately, in a n-person game, Fittlechild and Vaidya (1976) proved that 

such an allocation does not necessarily belong to the core. But, Fittlechild and Vaidya (1976) 

proposed an adaptation of the nucleolus where the propensity to disrupt is used as a dissatisfaction 

measure to be minimized in a lexicographic sense. In the same way as in the nucleolus, let

d (x) = | dx (x),...,û?2„_2 (x)J be a vector in M2 “2 the components of which are the propensities to 

disrupt sorted in a decreasing order, where S  runs over the subset of N ( S  ^  0 , N ) . If the strict core

x e C ^ ^ x ,  > v ( V ) , ^ c # , V ^ 0 a n d ^ x ! =v(JVU is non-empty, two allocations x , y
[ ie S  ie N  J

chosen in the strict core can be compared: x is "less disruptive" than y  if d  (x) <, d  ( y ) . The 

disruptive nucleolus xdn is the unique allocation in the strict core so that d  ( xJn ) <, d  (x) for all other

allocation x chosen in the strict core of the game. From a computational perspective, the simple 

transformation described in Fittlechild and Vaidya (1976, p. 155) allows to compute this disruptive
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nucleolus with a sequence of linear programs. Before looking at the results, it is interesting to note 

here that the reference to the strict core is imposed by the need to keep finite values for d  ( x ) . As

acknowledged by Littlechild and Vaidya (1976), some difficulties may arise when the core is not 

sufficiently "large" and this problem led Chames and al. (1978) to propose an alternative definition of 

the propensity to disrupt. But in the particular game studied here, we applied the procedure described 

in Littlechild and Vaidya (1976) and did not experience any computational problem related to those 

boundaries issues.

4. Results
In this section, the methods developed in the preceding section are applied to analyze the distribution 

of the gain obtained by the twelve exporters when implementing a logistic cooperation. Based on the 

previous hypothesis, a total of $968,306 millions is thus to be shared.

4.1 Preliminary comments

Numerical results for the methods described above are given in Table 8. As a first remark, it is 

important to note that the marginal contribution scheme is not an efficient rule for the GECF and 

cannot be considered as a workable allocation mechanism. However, this method provides an 

indication of the relative importance of the different actors. And there are large differences among 

them, since their marginal contribution vary from a limited $0.7 million for Brunei to $459 millions 

for Qatar - more than 47% of the total gains when the second largest marginal contribution only gives 

25% of those gains. Those results suggest that Qatar’s participation seems very important for the 

whole cooperation and have thus to be rewarded. Those differences obviously depend on factors such 

as pre-cooperation exports policy, costs and the total volumes to be shipped.

Table 8: allocation o f the GECF’s gains obtained by the previous methods (M$)

Marginal
Contribution

Egual
Repartition

Proportional 
to profits

Proportional 
to guantities

An
« ACA » 
inspired 
method

Shapley
Value Nucleolus

Per
Capita

Nucleolus
Disruptive
Nucleolus

Trinidad & Tobago 123.695 80.692 76.695 85.793 94.130 117.062 81.577 78.334 93.630
Oman 20.253 80.692 49.784 57.479 15.413 20.445 17.195 16.868 16.541
Qatar 459.779 80.692 174.921 181.938 349.885 289.67 386.845 398.619 351.103
UAE 8.386 80.692 29.809 35.688 6.382 8.332 5.306 5.000 6.832

Algeria 205.191 80.692 146.34 116.613 156.147 161.099 144.886 144.776 155.629
Egypt 245.722 80.692 60.172 64.333 186.991 174.970 188.052 185.307 187.873

Eguatorial Guinea 6.663 80.692 4.190 6.712 5.071 20.568 3.604 3.277 5.442
Libya 2.149 80.692 4.750 3.592 1.636 3.051 1.075 0.280 0.922

Nigeria 134.774 80.692 105.591 100.021 102.561 121.775 92.220 89.413 102.845
Brunei 0.721 80.692 45.461 44.197 0.549 3.221 0.360 0.060 0.313

Indonesia 30.113 80.692 141.207 131.124 22.916 21.738 27.055 26.728 24.594
Malaysia 34.99 80.692 129.387 140.814 26.627 26.377 20.132 19.643 22.581
TOTAL 1272.43 968.306 968.306 968.306 968.306 968.306 968.306 968.306 968.306

To ease comparisons, Figure 6 illustrates, for each method, the shares of the collective gain attributed 

to each exporters. As a preliminary remark, we can underline that results obtained with proportional
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methods differ significantly from the others. These differences are particularly noteworthy for Qatar, 

Egypt, Indonesia and Malaysia. With proportional methods, Qatar's share is not that different from 

those received by other exporters, which seem astonishing given the importance of Qatar for the grand 

coalition (cf. our previous discussion on marginal contributions). By contrast, these allocations 

provide large gains to South East Asian exporters (Brunei, Malaysia and Indonesia). Regarding the 

outcome of the three "lexicography inspired" methods, we can naively note that they all provide an 

equal ranking with Qatar receiving the largest share, followed by Egypt, Algeria, Nigeria, Trinidad & 

Tobago, Indonesia, Malaysia, Oman, UAE, Equatorial Guinea, Libya and Brunei. Moreover, the 

nucleolus and the per capita nucleolus schemes provide very similar numerical results.

Figure 6 : The shares o f the total gain allocated to each country by the eight allocation methods (in

4.2 Checking the method’s properties 

Group rationality

Clearly, all the methods pictured in Figure 6 are elements of the imputation set / ( v )  and individual

exporters have thus an incentive to join the cooperation. But do those allocations provide an incentive 

to cooperate for each of the 4094 non-trivial subgroups that can potentially be formed? To answer it, 

an enumeration is necessary and results of this investigation are presented in Table 9.
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Clearly, this verification was obviously not necessary for the nucleolus-inspired allocations given that 

core non-emptiness is sufficient to prove core belonging. But for the other allocations, core belonging 

is never observed and any GECF agreement based on them would be rationally rejected by some 

subgroups. Taking proportional methods as an example, a simple comparison with the marginal 

contributions mi presented in Table 8 is sufficient to gain confidence in this last affirmation. Those

basic allocations provide a share of the gain to some particular individual participants i like Oman, 

Libya, Brunei, Indonesia and Malaysia that is too large as it is higher than those z's marginal 

contributions. Framed with a cross-subsidy's vocabulary (Faulhaber, 1975), it simply means that those 

allocations would "unduly" favor each of those particular exporters i at the expense of the participants 

involved in the complementary coalitions N \ i  since each of those complementary coalitions N \ i  

could rightly prefer to stay away from the GECF agreement. Results presented in Table 9 suggest that 

a similar line of arguments can also be developed for numerous non-trivial coalitions. By contrast, the 

Shapley Value or the ACA inspired method could be considered as more suitable rules since the 

number of "unhappy" coalitions is significantly reduced. But, those two schemes are still unable to 

provide an unanimously accepted gain sharing.

Table 9: Results o f core belonging tests

Equal
Repartition

Proportional 
to profits

Proportional 
to quantities

An « ACA » 
inspired 
method

Shapley
Value Nucleolus Per Capita 

Nucleolus
Disruptive
Nucleolus

Core
membership? No No No No No Yes Yes Yes

Number of 
coalitions likely to 
refuse the GECF 

agreement?
981 756 748 2 52 0 0 0

As a first conclusion, we can note that, among the methods studied in this article, only three: the 

nucleolus, the per capita nucleolus and the disruptive nucleolus methods are able to provide an 

appropriate gain allocation. But can we go further and find a criterion that could be used to 

discriminate one method among the three remaining one?

Aggregate-monotonicitv

Following Young et al. (1980), we can note that the allocation method is usually chosen before the 

cooperation has been started, at a time when the total gains obtained from cooperation are yet to be 

earned and can only be estimated. As a consequence, it is not unrealistic to imagine that each potential 

participant in the GECF will actively consider various gain scenarios and check allocations outcomes 

before committing to the GECF. As a result, it would not be surprising to observe that participants 

collectively require the allocation method to satisfy an elementary monotony property named

aggregate-monotonicity property (Megiddo, 1974). Denote x(v’) - respectively x  I V’ I - the outcome
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of a given allocation method computed for the game (iV,v) - respectively ( Af, v’j . An allocation 

xg R ” is monotonie in the aggregate if (Young, 1985, p.17) for all v , vand N  :

v ( N) >v( N)  and v(S) = v(S)  f o r a l l A c #  

implies x; (v) > x; (v) for all i g N

For the GECF's case, aggregate-monotonicity is desirable since it basically assures the participants, 

after committing themselves to an allocation, that if the total gain was to decrease then no participant 

would receive more; conversely, if total gain increases, no individual payments will decrease.

As an illustration, let us assume that the total gain obtained from cooperation is reduced by $720,939 

(the total gain is reduced to $967.585 million). New allocations outcomes have been computed for the 

three remaining methods and those results are presented in Table 10.

Table 10: Allocations results get under decreased gain (in M$).

Nucleolus
Per

Capita
Nucleolus

Disruptive
Nucleolus

Trinidad & Tobago 81.640 78.274 93.272
Oman 17.099 16.808 16.590
Qatar 386.698 398.559 352.420
UAE 5.232 4.940 6.447

Algeria 145.232 144.716 155.340
Egypt 187.942 185.247 187.977

Eguatorial Guinea 3.509 3.217 4.974
Libya 0.714 0.220 0.904

Nigeria 92.378 89.353 102.528
Brunei - - -

Indonesia 26.959 26.668 25.017
Malaysia 20.180 19.583 22.116
TOTAL 967.585 967.585 967.585

A simple comparison with previous results (cf. Table 8) clearly suggests the per capita nucleolus rule 

appears to be monotonie in the aggregate, which is not a surprise since a simple demonstration of this 

result can be found in Young et al. (1980). On the other hand, neither the nucleolus nor the disruptive 

nucleolus are monotonie in the aggregate. For the nucleolus, this is also a well-known result 

established by Megiddo (1974). Thus, considering both core belonging and monotonicity in the 

aggregate clearly narrows the set of possible allocations for the GECF. Among all the methods 

considered in this article, the per capita nucleolus is the only one that verifies both requirements... In 

the next subsection, we thus assume that the per capita nucleolus is selected and implemented.
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4.3 Dealing with a costly coordination

In the previous subsection, we have assumed that coordination can be organized at a zero cost so that 

there is a complete redistribution of the gains earned thanks to the GECF. However, it is highly likely 

that such a cooperation will induce a coordination cost. In the oil industry, OPEC's coordination 

requires a General Secretariat based in Vienna whose cost is probably limited but obviously not equal 

to zero. As far as the GECF is concerned, the creation of a dedicated Liaison Office to be located in 

Qatar is considered (Hallouche, 2006, p. 15). Moreover the formulation of a logistic model, the 

gathering the data, and the numerical analysis are time-consuming and possibly expensive activities. If 

the coordination becomes a costly activity, two questions arise. Firstly, how does the existence of an 

annual coordination cost denoted 0) > 0 influence the gain-sharing outcome? Secondly, what is the

maximum amount, denoted CO, that can be tolerated by the participants without calling into question 

the advantages of cooperation via the GECF?

Incidence on the gain-sharing outcome

Regarding the impact on the per capita nucleolus outcome, the demonstration in Young et al. (1980) 

provides a nice answer. If we assume that a costly GECF can be described by the game {N, \’j with a

reference to the zero-cost case (A?,v) so that v is defined as: v(A?) = v[N)  — C0 and 

v (A) = v (A) for all S  c  N , the per capita nucleolus x (v) of the game ^N, v ) can also be described

from those of game (A?, v ) . In the costly case, each country i receives x( (v) = x( (v) —— , which
v ’ n

corresponds to an equal repartition of the coordination costs. In passing, we can note that applying an 

OPEC-inspired institutional organization to the GECF is an issue frequently raised by GECF observers 

and it is interesting to remark that this coordination cost sharing rule is precisely the one used by the 

OPEC (OPEC Statute, 2008, art. 37, p.21).

The maximum coordination cost

The second question can be reframed as finding the maximum CO compatible with a non-empty core 

for the game ( N,  v) . Again, solving a simple linear programming problem provides the answer :
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Programme n°6 
co = Max co

xt ,û)

n

st. co+ Y j x1= v {N)
i= 1

' ^ x i > v (S )  ( V S œ N , S * N )
ieS

(0> 0 , x,. > 0 ,  (Vz =1,2,...,«)

With previous assumptions, a particularly low value of $720,939 was found for CO (as a order of 

magnitude, $97,000 is the average annual salary offered to new Ph.D.s in economics from MIT in an 

international organization). Any greater amount can be considered as unsustainable because it

corresponds to an empty core situation. In our case: with ty=$720.939 the complementary coalition to 

Brunei has an infinite propensity to disrupt and is perfectly indifferent between cooperating within the 

GECF and staying on its own. Of course, this observation corresponds to a particular case since, in this 

linear program, a zero coordination cost is assumed for the subgroups S  c  N,  S  ^  N  . Hence, we are

supposing that subgroups S  are able to earn v (S)  and thus do not incur any coordination cost even if 

the cardinality |A| is large. Framed with basic algebra, it means that the coordination cost Cc (A) of a 

given subgroup S  ç  N  is equal to CO if S = N  and to zero when S a  N  (S  A 0 ,  Af) . An

assumption on the amount of coordination costs incurred by A as a function of |A| could certainly be

needed to get a more realistic representation14. Nevertheless, this very low amount suggests that: even 

a limited coordination cost can be enough to get an empty core situation. In this unfortunate situation, 

whatever the proposed gain sharing method, there is always at least one coalition that can rightly 

protest against the allocation outcome.

Conclusions
Since the mid-2000s we are seeing heightened concern about the future of the GECF and the possible 

emergence of a cartel in the gas industry. These debates have received considerable publicity 

especially for the trade of ENG. As a consequence, many authors have proposed a detailed description 

of the GECF. To our knowledge, most of those contributions present a strict geopolitical approach and 

lack a clear economic analysis. This paper represents no more than a modest attempt to illustrate how 

some quantitative techniques can be used to address an important issue: what could be the future 

GECF's behavior?

14 Various functional forms have also been considered to describe coordination costs as a function of a subgroup’s 
cardinality. But results indicate that the GECF cannot afford large coordination costs. As an example: with a quadratic form

C c ( S )  =  A ( k | - l ) 2 where P  =  Coj{n — l )  for S  (Z N  ( S  ^  0 )  , the amount of CO is as low as S4.153 

millions, which corresponds to a limited S356 thousand per participant.
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Many experts and industrial observers share an idealized view of how cooperation among LNG 

exporters could be entirely devoted to the promotion of a purely logistic cooperation. In most cases, 

there is no room for market power issues in those mental constructions. We thus adopted this strong 

behavioral assumption and supposed that the GECF’s objective can be reframed as the identification 

of optimum routes and schedules for a fleet of vessels carrying participant’s LNG throughout the 

world. This paper investigates meticulously the rationale of such an association of LNG exporters by 

means of a simple transportation model. In this particular instance of a transportation problem, 

cooperation is found to be collectively profitable since there is a potential for a reduction of the 

lengths of actual supply chains. But, results indicate also that some countries could rationally prefer to 

stay away from the GECF unless a redistribution mechanism is implemented. Thanks to a cooperative 

game theory framework, we show that this logistic cooperation at hand corresponds to a super-additive 

game whose core is non-empty. Several classic allocation concepts (basic sharing methods, the 

Shapley value and nucleolus-inspired methods) have been implemented and analyzed in the light of 

two desirable axiomatic properties. Firstly, core belonging is considered as an imperative prerequisite 

since it eliminates possible contestation to the proposed redistribution scheme. Then, aggregate- 

monotonicity is checked so that to promote the methods that are able to adapt to changing conditions 

on the total value to be shared. Out of the methods studied, only one - the per capita nucleolus -  

satisfies both criterions. Thus, the range of conceivable methods appears significantly narrower than 

expected. Moreover, this nucleolus-inspired method is somewhat complicated and requires detailed 

information on costs, distances... From a strict practical perspective, some doubts can be raised on the 

capability of the GECF to implement such a non-trivial allocation. Lastly, coordination costs were 

considered. Our results indicate that a limited amount of coordination costs could be sufficient to deny 

the possibility to find a core-belonging allocation of the gains thus creating some incentive for a split 

up of the grand coalition.

Of course, there are several improvements that could be included in this simple model, notably the 

existence of potentially large LNG exporters such as Russia, Iran and Venezuela. All these countries 

do not export yet any volume of LNG but are expected to do so and are already involved in GECF’s 

meetings. Compared to the simple static model presented in this paper, the number of participants 

would climb to at least 15 players and a dynamic framework would have to be implemented so as to 

capture the essence of the potentially complex interactions among those players. Moreover, such a 

dynamic approach would enable us to see how the existence of heterogeneous reserve endowments 

could have affect cooperation outcomes. Of course, it would result in an increased complexity that 

would also be reflected in the gain sharing issue.

As a consequence, it is now clear that a pure logistic cooperation in the LNG industry faces a 

complicated gain-sharing problem that can hardly be tackled by trivial methods. As far as we are 

concerned, this conclusion makes us think that this strong behavioral assumption is not so realistic for
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the GECF and thus has be reconsidered. As an alternative, the ability to exert some market power, so 

as to raise prices in consuming regions, can be posited. Such a behavior would obviously enlarge the 

collective gains of "the conspirators" but there is no free lunch since well-known cartel problems 

would emerge as well: 1) predicting and if possible, discouraging production by nonmembers; 2) 

finding a unanimously accepted contract to share the gains; 3) detecting and deterring cheating. 

Further research is thus needed to analyze GECF's possible behaviors in an imperfect competition 

framework.
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Appendix
Table 11: ObservedLNG trade movements Q f01 from GECF countries in 2007 (Bern)
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Source: BP Statistical Review 2008

Table 12: Optimized LNG trade movements q* from GECF countries in 2007 (Bern)
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T o ta l  im p o r ts 2 1 .8 2 2 .1 7 0 .3 6 0 .7 4 3 .1 7 1 2 .9 0 .8 1 2 .4 3 2 .31 2 4 .1 1 6 .0 1 1 .4 6 0 .5 7 9 .9 8 7 1 .5 9 3 3 .8 3 1 0 .5 9 2 0 4 .8 5
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Table 13: Shortest maritime distances d tj between an exporter i and the regasification plants located in j  (km)
to
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T r in id a d  &  T o b a q o 3 1 3 0 4 0 7 4 1 0 3 7 1 2 5 8 7 2 1 4 6 9 4 5 9 7 4 3 7 9 7 7 6 3 0 0 6 3 2 8 1 0 6 4 0 7 1 1 4 1 4 8 1 6 1 5 6 0 9 1 6 501 1 7 5 0 5 1 8 8 4 2

O m a n 1 4 0 4 2 1 6 6 0 7 1 3 3 8 0 1 3 1 4 2 1 0 8 9 2 7 7 0 1 4 4 6 9 7 4 3 8 8 4 3 0 7 8 8 8 4 3 8 9 1 1 171 7 7 9 9 1 4 0 8 1 1 2 3 2 9 8 1 6 8 7 4 0

Q a ta r 1 7 6 1 3 2 0 1 7 8 1 6 951 1 6 7 1 3 1 1 6 2 5 8 4 9 0 5 4 9 2 8 2 2 7 9 8 3 0 8 7 2 3 5 4 1 2 1 1 9 0 5 9 0 6 0 2 2 8 9 1 1 4 4 9 1 1 0 7 7 937 1

U A E 1 7 4 7 8 2 0 0 4 3 1 6 8 1 6 1 6 5 7 8 1 1 5 7 5 8 3 8 2 5 3 5 8 8 1 1 9 9 7 8 0 8 5 8 8 5 2 7 8 1 1 8 5 5 9 2 6 0 2 2 0 0 1 1 6 4 9 1 1 2 7 7 957 1

A lg e r ia 6 7 9 9 9 3 6 4 6 1 3 7 5 8 9 9 2 8 7 1 741 1 7 0 4 84 5 1 0 7 6 2 0 9 2 6 0 0 3 1 0 2 1 5 0 9 8 8 8 4 3 1 6 7 8 3 1 7 1 7 2 1 5 4 2 3

E g y p t 9 6 8 0 1 2 2 4 5 9 0 1 9 8 7 8 0 5 8 8 6 2 6 5 8 1 0 0 0 2 5 1 7 4 0 9 1 2 7 6 1 1 1 1 9 5 9 8 6 1 1 9 3 8 6 0 6 2 1 4 5 9 2 1 4 0 1 2 1 2 6 3 8

E q u a to r ia l  G u in e a 1 0 0 5 3 1 1 8 9 4 8 8 7 5 8 5 0 0 8 2 5 3 7 5 0 1 1 0 2 5 3 7 8 7 0 6 4 5 8 6 3 5 1 1 0 4 0 3 8 3 5 3 1 7 5 9 4 1 3 171 1 9 981 1 9 2 3 5 1 7 8 8 5

L ib y a 8 8 9 7 1 1 4 6 2 8 2 3 5 7 9 9 7 4 9 6 3 1 9 8 2 2 0 3 0 1 7 6 9 3 1 6 9 1 9 7 8 2 1 3 0 5 1 9 5 1 3 3 8 3 7 0 6 2 1 6 1 1 4 1 5 4 5 7 1 3 9 2 7

N iq e r ia 9 6 6 7 1 1 5 0 8 8 6 0 0 8 3 0 0 8 1 2 3 7 3 7 1 9 2 1 9 7 7 4 0 6 3 2 8 6 2 2 1 9 3 6 9 8 2 2 3 1 7 2 7 5 1 3 0 6 2 1 9 6 3 5 1 9 1 7 6 1 7 4 8 3

B ru n e i 2 0 4 3 5 2 3 0 0 0 1 9 7 7 3 1 9 5 3 5 1 4 6 7 0 1 1 4 7 9 8 4 5 5 1 1 2 1 6 1 2 8 7 5 1 1 5 4 5 8 3 7 5 1 4 9 4 9 2 7 7 8 3 8 9 5 4 4 2 6 3 7 3 0 3 7 6 9

In d o n e s ia 2 3 1 5 4 2 5 7 1 9 2 2 4 9 2 2 2 2 5 4 1 7 3 8 8 1 4 1 8 6 1 1 1 7 3 1 3 9 3 4 1 5 5 9 4 1 4 2 6 4 1 1 0 9 3 1 7 6 6 8 2 8 5 2 6 5 8 4 4 0 9 5 3 7 8 4 2 6 9 5

M a la y s ia 2 2 1 3 3 2 4 6 9 8 2 1 4 7 2 2 1 2 3 3 1 6 3 6 8 1 3 1 7 7 1 0 1 5 3 1 2 9 1 4 1 4 5 7 3 1 3 2 4 4 1 0 0 7 3 1 6 6 4 8 2 7 7 8 5 5 9 3 3 9 8 4 3 1 0 0 2 5 0 0

Sources: GIIGNL. Barry Rogliano Salles and author’s estimates.

Table 14: Unit shipping costs Ttj for LNG ($/1000m3)
to
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T r in id a d  &  T o b a q o 25.24 29.76 15.29 16.33 44.89 43.59 57.23 48.6 40.47 40.61 61.62 44.41 82.32 86.29 90.77 95.82 102.59
O m a n 77.87 90.67 74.59 73.41 62.32 46.77 31.21 45.49 50.31 47.67 30.82 63.69 47.24 16.64 63.99 57.05 51.81
Q a ta r 95.4 108.36 92.08 90.89 65.65 50.34 35.88 49.07 56.86 51.47 35.49 67.02 53.11 20.61 64.78 62.96 54.63
U A E 94.88 107.84 91.56 90.37 65.54 49.95 35.35 48.67 56.75 50.94 34.97 66.92 54.21 20.29 65.91 64.08 55.73

A lq e r ia 42.52 54.98 39.33 38.18 23.69 13.59 18.15 14.08 15.18 11.09 22.4 24.79 83.27 52.44 91.71 93.66 84.9
E g y p t 56.92 69.54 53.68 52.52 38.47 22.99 15.11 22.32 29.84 23.48 15.67 38.95 68.02 39.32 81.2 78.31 71.49

E q u a to r ia l  G u in e a 58.48 67.52 52.72 50.9 49.69 46.04 59.46 47.83 41 40.48 60.19 50.18 95.95 73.84 108.04 104.25 97.42
L ib y a 52.72 65.33 49.57 48.35 33.8 19.57 19.79 18.55 25.21 19.55 20.27 34.91 74.89 43.92 88.51 85.22 77.59

N iq e r ia 56.59 65.63 51.38 49.92 49.06 45.41 54.4 47.2 40.37 39.85 55.14 49.55 94.35 73.3 106.28 103.95 95.39
B ru n e i 110.02 123.13 106.65 105.44 81 65.21 50.43 63.92 72.09 65.54 50.04 82.39 23.14 28.46 31 27.68 27.86

In d o n e s ia 123.39 136.61 120 118.78 94.13 78.16 63.31 76.91 85.15 78.54 62.91 95.53 23.18 41.02 29.09 27.61 22.44
M a la y s ia 120.83 134.16 117.42 116.19 91.36 75.32 60.31 74.01 82.32 75.66 59.91 92.77 24.41 37.99 30.21 25.96 23.08
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